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0.0

Executive
Summary
The 2021 Restroom Master Plan Technical Update provides
a preliminary analysis of Denver Parks & Recreation
(DPR)’s restroom system and the accomplishments made
since the 2005 Restroom Master Plan. The 2021 Restroom
Master Plan Technical Update includes:
• A summary of the 2005 Restroom Master Plan and its
outcomes
• Context of Denver’s public restroom system as a whole
• A general inventory of existing park restrooms
• Basic location criteria and design options for future
park restrooms
• Current restroom maintenance standards and
concerns
• Identification of potential strategies for system
augmentation
This update is intended as a study and a precursor to
a more fully developed master plan. This document
provides foundational information necessary to lay the
groundwork for informed decision-making regarding
future capital investment - including a summary of the
state of our system, potential short-term actions to begin
to ameliorate system deficiencies or imbalances, and
a sampling of longer-term approaches and associated
considerations for broader system augmentation.
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As noted in this update, strategies for augmenting our
restroom network in a broadly systematic manner would
require substantial resource investment. Given current
municipal finance realities and other system priorities,
the time may not be ripe for this type of effort. When the
department is able to embark upon a broader strategy,
the next phase of the planning effort would entail
development of an implementation plan, including policy
recommendations, the generation of a detailed 5-10-year
execution plan, and associated community engagement.
That phase of the planning work should be conducted
when there is commitment to the substantial time, capital
budget, and maintenance resources needed to realize
the plan. According to the research conducted in this
update, the capital budget needed to carry out a robust
implementation strategy could range from $500,000 to
over $5,000,000. Additional maintenance staff attention
and associated financial resources would also be
necessary to support expansion of the system.
Note: This document uses 2019 data. COVID-19 impacts in 2020
resulted in an atypical year for restrooms operations; therefore 2019
data was used as a baseline.

Delightful restroom sign in Seattle’s Pike Place Market
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1.0

Introduction
In 1851, the first public toilet was unveiled at The Great
Exhibition in London’s Hyde Park. Named a “monkey
closet” by its inventor, George Jennings, the plumbed
restroom cost one penny to use. For this one penny, users
received a clean seat, a towel, a comb, and a shoe
shine.
Clearly, some things have changed since 1851. In 2021,
the public restroom has now evolved into a necessary
yet notoriously difficult amenity for cities to provide and
maintain. This Technical Analysis seeks to look at Denver’s
modern public restroom landscape through a parks lens.

Purpose, Goals, & Scope
The purpose of this Technical Analysis is to update
and re-evaluate the 2005 Restroom Master Plan’s
recommendations for restroom location criteria, restroom
prototype, and restroom maintenance standards. It will
also add updated perspectives on safety and equity
issues in regards to public restrooms, and will summarize
the inventory of existing restrooms throughout the park
system. The scope of this plan covers both plumbed
restrooms and portolets in parks.
The goals for the Technical Analysis are to:
1

Evaluate 2005 master
plan and compare
to present-day
conditions

2

3

Update location
criteria for restrooms
throughout park
system

Update restroom
prototypes
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4

5

Address
maintenance
& social issues
regarding restrooms
Provide
recommendations
for future park
restroom strategy

Importance of Public Restrooms
Restrooms play an undeniably large role in humans’
everyday lives. Having a safe, private, and clean place
to use the bathroom contributes greatly to our sense of
comfort and security, whether we are indoors or out in the
public sphere.
In the public sphere, in particular, not having reliable
access to a restroom can heighten our sense of danger
and vulnerability.
And, though many people rely on their homes and
workplaces to meet the majority of their bathroom needs,
there are segments of the population that cannot rely
on these private locations to relieve themselves. For
example, tourists, bus or rideshare drivers, vendors, and
those without stable housing are particularly vulnerable to
the need to utilize the restroom in public places. Seniors,
parents with infants, and those with disabilities can also
find themselves in a position of increased vulnerability
when caught in public without a place to safely use the
restroom.
In designing park spaces, vulnerability of these users
should be taken into consideration, in addition to the
responsibility to provide restrooms for general users of the
park. Within cities, the public restroom network is often
made up of several pieces, including restrooms within
public/municipal buildings and transit centers, city-owned
free-standing restrooms, and restrooms within the parks
system.
Park restrooms are a necessary component of park
user experience, particularly when users will be in the
park for long stretches of time. For example, park users
participating in sports or league play, picnicking, and/or
playground activity, will likely be at the park for several
hours. In order to encourage this healthy and long use
of the parks, the need for restroom facilities becomes
imperative.
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Examples of Park
Restroom Conditions

Denver, CO

Denver, CO

Denver, CO

Denver, CO

Difficulty of Providing Public
Restrooms
As discussed in the previous section, providing public
restrooms is a service that all cities need to consider
in order to be well-functioning. However, it is long
documented that public restrooms are notoriously
difficult to provide. As facilities that are consistently open
and unmonitored, they are often the targets of abuse
and mistreatment. Whether they are in parks, plazas, or
public buildings, restrooms constantly face a barrage of
misuse, including graffiti, arson, prostitution, and drug use.
Because of this, they necessitate extremely high levels of
maintenance to keep them at even a basic standard.
This creates an intense burden for maintenance staff and
often makes the restrooms’ cleanliness status unreliable
for the public.
Cities around the world have grappled with the best way
to provide public restrooms while navigating the balance
between ease of access and abuse deterrence. For
example, cities have experimented with vandal-resistant
techniques such as using blue lighting in restrooms to
decrease the ability for drug users to see their veins,
coin-operated public restrooms to deter those who may
be looking for an enclosed space for drug activity, and
automated locks that open the restroom doors after a
set amount of time. These techniques have had varying
levels of success, which often leaves increasing the
maintenance hours and routines as the most effective
(yet most burdensome) solution. Hiring an attendant for
high-use public restrooms can potentially be an effective
strategy, but is often cost-prohibitive.
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Glossary of Terms
Plumbed restroom. A restroom with full plumbing - the
system of pipes, tanks, fittings, and other apparatus
required for the water supply, heating, and sanitation in a
building.
Portolet. A portable toilet that is not connected to a
septic tank, nor is it plumbed into a municipal system
leading to a sewage treatment plant.
Portolet enclosure. Enclosure that goes around a portolet
for aesthetic purposes.
Vault toilet. Waterless, non-flush toilet that stores excreta in
a large airtight underground container (vault).
Chase. A custodial room within the restroom building that
contains space for supply storage and facility operation.
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2.0

Overview
2005 Master Plan Overview &
Outcomes
Overview
The 2005 Restroom Master Plan (RMP-05) was created in
response to a recommendation in the 2003 Game Plan,
the Denver Parks & Recreation Master Plan, to “complete
a comprehensive restroom study, cost estimates and
implementation strategy.”
The 2005 Restroom Master Plan sought to:
1. Provide an in-depth review of existing restrooms
2. Develop a more objective way to locate new
restrooms

The 2021 Restroom
Technical Analysis
seeks to update
these three (3)
original goals,
highlighted in
orange.

3. Set priorities for making upgrades and building new
restrooms
4. Develop reliable construction budgets
5. Develop an implementation strategy with an identified
funding source
6. Create preliminary designs for new restroom prototype
7. Give practical direction to a maintenance/
management program.
The 2021 Restroom Technical Analysis used the
outcomes from the RMP-05 as a starting point to form
recommendations for location, design, and management
of plumbed park restrooms.
10

Outcomes
The plan identified a 12-year plan with Capital
Improvement Project (CIP) funding for renovation and
new restroom implementation, totaling $4,060,000 in
improvements.*
As part of this effort:
•
•
•
•

8 new restrooms were built
2 were replaced
25 were renovated
2 were removed.

Two (2) new restroom sites were proposed as part of the
RMP-05, but were never ultimately constructed.
*not adjusted for inflation.

See Appendix A.1 for list of restrooms with RMP-05
Outcomes.

2005 Restroom Master Plan Outcomes

2005 Restroom Master Plan Outcomes

2005 Master Plan Outcomes
Not Built (2)
Built (8)
Renovated (25)
Replaced (2)
Not in 2005 Master Plan (25)
Denver Parks
Downtown Study Area
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Overview of Denver’s Current
Public Restroom Network
(Citywide)
In Denver, the public restroom network is made up of
several pieces, consisting of:
• Public and municipal buildings, such as libraries, transit
centers, and the City and County municipal building
• Denver Department of Transportation & Infrastructure
(DOTI) mobile restrooms

Denver Public Restrooms - June 2019

• Denver Parks & Recreation (DPR)’s park system, which
includes recreation centers, plumbed restrooms, and
portolets.
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Public & Municipal Buildings
Public libraries, transit centers, and municipal buildings
are examples of the types of buildings that are typically
open for public use year-round. Hours for these buildings
are typically limited to regular business hours on weekdays
(8am - 7pm), and are often open on weekends for limited
hours.

Public Library, Denver

City & County Building, Denver

Webb Building, Denver

Union Station, Denver

PC: westword.com

PC: wikimedia commons

PC: Richard F. Ebert

PC: colorado.com
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Department of Transportation & Infrastructure
(DOTI) Mobile Restrooms
Launched in 2016, the City & County of Denver’s DOTI
established a mobile restroom pilot project in the
Downtown area with the intention of “creating a safe
restroom environment, with facilities that had minimal
impact on the community and met the requirements of
a variety of users.” (City of Denver Public Restrooms Pilot Project

!
As of March 2021,
DOTI installed a
permanent public
restroom building
in Downtown
Denver on the
16th Street Mall at
Champa Street.

Final Report, pg. 3)

There are currently two (2) mobile restrooms in the
Downtown area, which move locations every 4-6 months.
According to the DOTI project manager, the pilot is
indefinitely active.

It features two
stalls, touchless
entrances, & hand
sanitizer stations.
There will be a
staffed attendant
and security
cameras.

The two mobile restrooms employ a paid attendant at all
hours the trailers are open (hours vary per location, but
approximately 6am – 10pm). The total cost to operate
one trailer is $17,000/month ($204,000/year), including
attendants, according to the 2018 “City of Denver Public
Restrooms Pilot” final report.
As a result of the analysis completed for the initial pilot,
the final report also recommends that the City install
three fixed restroom facilities: one in Capitol Hill, and two
in Downtown Denver. According to DOTI, these fixed
restroom locations are planned to be integrated as a part
of the 16th Street Mall redesign and Colfax BRT projects,
poised to launch over the next few years. However, no
specific intersections for these restroom facilities have
been identified yet.

DOTI Mobile Restroom

PC: Denvergov.org

PC: Denvergov.org
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Examples of Variety
in Park Restrooms

Parks
The parks restroom system is made up of several parts,
including recreation centers, plumbed restrooms, and
portolets.

Recreation Centers
Berkeley Lake

Cook Park

Denver Parks & Recreation (DPR) owns and operates 30
recreation centers across the city. Recreation centers
are open year-round.According to the Director of
Recreation, DPR policy allows the general public to come
in to use DPR’s recreation center restrooms without a DPR
recreation center membership. To use the restroom as a
general member of the public, the individual is asked to
provide identification and sign-in with the front desk staff.

Plumbed Park Restrooms
DPR has 61 public, plumbed restrooms in 48 parks across
the city (excluding recreation centers). They range vastly
in size and style.

Rude Park

26 out of the 61 (43%) plumbed restrooms in the parks
system are are heated, and thus able to be open yearround. The non-heated restrooms are typically closed for
the fall/winter season starting in October and ending in
April. However, individual operation districts determine
when precisely to close their restrooms for the season.
See Appendix A.2 for list of plumbed park restrooms.

Rocky Mountain Lake Park
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Parks with Portolets by Park Class (June 2019)

Plumbed Park Restrooms by Park Class

Park Restrooms by Park Class (Plumbed & Portolets)

Park Class
Athletic Complex
Community
Linear
Neighborhood
Open Space
Pocket
Regional
Special Use
Undeveloped
Grand Total

Park Class
Athletic Complex
Community
Linear
Neighborhood
Open Space
Pocket
Regional
Special Use
Undeveloped
Grand Total

16

Parks with
Plumbed
Restrooms
5
20
1
11
0
0
9
2
0
48

Total Parks
in Class

Parks with
Portolets

Total Parks
in Class

6
19
2
40
0
1
8
1
0
77

10
35
45
110
19
28
10
11
13
281

10
35
45
110
19
28
10
11
13
281

Percent of
parks in class
with restrooms
50%
57%
2%
10%
--90%
18%
--17%

Percent of
parks in class
with portolets
60%
54%
4%
36%
--4%
80%
9%
-27%

Portolets
Though it varies seasonally, DPR had approximately 100150 portolets citywide in 2019. In June 2019, at peak
summer season, DPR had portolets in a total of 85 parks.
This was reduced to 56 parks with portolets in December
2019.
Each operation district determines how many portolets
they would like per month and in which parks. There
are several variables that affect the operation districts’
decision to place portolets in a park. For example,
portolets are often placed in:
•
•
•
•

!
FAQ: What’s the
deal with the
portolet enclosures
scattered
throughout the
parks?

Regional parks
Community-level parks with athletic field permits
Parks with high public demand
Parks with picnic sites and/or playgrounds without
restroom buildings nearby.

The portolet enclosures were added to the parks in an attempt to enhance
aesthetics. However, over time, they have become divisive in terms of
whether they should be kept in the parks or removed.
An important feature of the enclosures, beyond aesthetic function, is that
they have served as an visual marker for park users to be able to find and
locate a restroom station. They are helpful to DPR’s Permitting Office in
being able to point permit holders to the nearest portolet location.
However, those who would like to see the enclosures removed argue that
the issues with the enclosures outweigh the benefits. The arguments against
the enclosures include that they are:
•
•
•
•
•

Often not in good condition, thus taking away from their aesthetic
value
Often not situated in convenient locations within the park for the waste
management company to service
Not ADA-compliant, and therefore an ADA-compliant portolet could
not be placed within them
Not large enough for the number of portolets necessary to support use
of the park, meaning portolets are often outside of enclosures anyway
Permanent, and in turn, not allowing for portolets to be moved to new
locations throughout the park as needs change over time.

For these reasons, removing or re-locating portolet enclosures should be
examined on a park-by-park basis.
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All Park Restroom Coverage
40% of Denver parks had some type of restroom
coverage (either plumbed or portolet) during peak
season in June 2019. Regional parks, athletic complexes,
and community parks were 80%-100% serviced by at least
one restroom.
Park Class

Parks with Total Parks
Some Type
in Class
of Restroom
Coverage
9
30
4
55
0
1
10
3
0
112

Park Restrooms Only - June 2019

Athletic Complex
Community
Linear
Neighborhood
Open Space
Pocket
Regional
Special Use
Undeveloped
Grand Total

18

10
35
45
110
19
28
10
11
13
281

% of parks
in class w/
restroom
service
90%
86%
9%
50%
-4%
100%
27%
-40%

Park Restrooms & Equity
As a city, Denver is working towards integrating social
equity and justice into every policy, practice, program,
and budgetary decision that is made.
In 2020, Denver Parks & Recreation (DPR) developed
a Parks Equity Index that combines socio-economic
indicator scores and park indicator scores into a final
equity score that was then classified into 5 groups of
greatest-to-least need for park investment. This equity
index map is shown with the park restroom overlay below.
!

Generally, a public process will be conducted before the
placement of any new plumbed restrooms regardless
of where in the city the new restroom is planned for, so
that the neighborhood will be notified and given the
opportunity to weigh-in on its location.

Equity Index & Park Restrooms Overlay

Parks in higherneed areas that
are recommended
for new, plumbed
restrooms in the shortterm can be found on
pg. 38-39.

DPR has determined that there are several parks in higherneed areas that would be suitable for a restroom, based
on the new location criteria laid out on pages 20-25 (for
a full list of these restrooms, see Appendix A.5). Along with
park class, park usage, and park uses, location within a
higher-need area helps to prioritize placement of new,
plumbed restrooms.
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3.0

Location &
Design
The 2019 Game Plan for a Healthy City, Denver Parks
and Recreation’s 20-year guiding document, calls for an
update to the 2005 Restroom Master Plan with a focus
on the siting and design of restrooms. Under the “Every
Person” Guiding Principal, Strategy 3.4, “Develop citywide
proximity standards for all recreation facilities, services,
and specialized park amenities,” the Game Plan states:
“A critical part of park infrastructure, restrooms should be
provided where needed for convenience and health.
They should be sited and designed with long-term
management, maintenance, and safety in mind.” (p. 118)
Considering this recommendation, the 2021 Restroom
Technical Analysis seeks to re-visit and update the 2005
Restrooms Master Plan’s location criteria and prototype
design through the lens of maintenance, safety, and
equity.
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Locating New Park Restroom
Buildings
Location of restrooms in parks is key for both Denver Parks
and Recreation (DPR) staff and the public. Locating the
restrooms appropriately means both an easier time for
DPR staff and a more dependable location for the public.
The 2005 location criteria were used as a starting point for
the updated location criteria.
!
Restroom location
within parks should be
investigated through
a planning process for
that specific park. For
larger parks, multiple
restrooms may be
necessary.

DPR staff conducted a robust analysis of the current
restroom buildings in parks across the city, and
determined restroom location should be based on the
following factors:
•
•
•
•

Park class
Medium-to-high park usage
Location near informal use clusters
Location near trailheads and along trails

These factors are discussed and defined in detail below.

Sloan’s Lake Park, Denver
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Park Class
Denver Parks & Recreation (DPR) classifies parks into
categories by park size and use. These classifications help
dictate whether a plumbed restroom is needed in a park.

Park Class Requiring Plumbed Restroom
• Regional

Park Classes with Consideration for Plumbed
Restroom
Only if other contributing factors are present (i.e. informal
use clusters, high permit use, high-need equity area)
should these park classes be considered for a plumbed
restroom.
•
•
•
•
•

Athletic Complex
Community
Special Use
Linear
Open Space

Park Classes that Should Not be Considered for
Plumbed Restroom
• Neighborhood
• Pocket
!

FAQ: Why do
some Denver
neighborhood
parks have
plumbed
restrooms if
they’re not
recommended?

Only a very small number of neighborhood parks have plumbed restrooms
(11 out of 110 neighborhood parks, or 10%). The data for when these
restrooms were originally built has, unfortunately, been lost over time. Due
to this, we must try to infer when they were built and why the decision was
made to place them in neighborhood parks.
By looking at the 2005 Restroom Master Plan, we can infer that the restroom
buildings in neighborhood parks were all originally built before 2005. The
neighborhood parks with restrooms are spread throughout the city, but
often have similar features, such as attached picnic pavilions.
In general, the decision to place plumbed restrooms in neighborhood
parks seems to have been a trendy one around 30 years ago, but is not
considered viable for modern day park operations.
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Park Usage
Denver Parks & Recreation (DPR) does not currently have
a reliable way to capture park usage data throughout
the entirety of the parks system. However, there are
two methods of inferring park usage: 1) the use of park
permitting data for fields and picnics and 2) the use of
anecdotal information via park staff.

Definition of Permit Use Categories
For purposes of this Technical Analysis, permit (and,
therefore, park) usage was broken down into three (3)
categories: High, Medium, and Low. The categories are
based on permitted athletic hours over the course of one
year.
High Use = 1,001+ permitted athletic hours
Medium Use = 501-1,000 permitted athletic hours
Low Use = 0-500 permitted athletic hours
High-use parks (excluding neighborhood and pocket)
should be considered as candidates for plumbed
restrooms. The most up-to-date permit data can be
provided by the Parks Permitting Office. For a list of parks
with high permit use in 2019, see Appendix A.3.

Anecdotal Information
There are many parks in the Denver parks system with
usage that is not captured in permitting data. Anecdotal
information from Denver Parks & Recreation (DPR) staff
should be taken into account when deciding whether a
park has a usage need for a plumbed restroom.
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Informal Use Clusters
Informal use clusters are clusters of park amenities that
are grouped within a short distance from one another. For
example, a playground, multi-use field, tennis court, and
picnic area within a short distance of each other could
be considered an “informal use cluster.” Parks with these
groupings are likely to be highly used for long stretches of
time, and therefore should be considered for a plumbed
restroom (excluding neighborhood and pocket-sized
parks).

Ex: Bible Park Informal Use Clusters

Bible Park is a good example of a community-size park
with an informal use cluster that consists of baseball and
softball fields, a playground, several mixed-use fields, and
a picnic area within a short distance of each other.
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Location near Trailheads & Along Trails
Denver Moves: Pedestrians and Trails, the long-term
visioning plan for walking and trails in Denver, mentions
the need for developing guidelines for amenities,
including restrooms, along Denver’s trail system. These
guidelines do not exist yet; however, the general goal
from Denver Moves is to be able to facilitate appropriate
restroom service along these regional corridors.
Along the same lines, Denver does not currently have any
formal trailheads within city limits. However, as Denver
Parks & Recreation (DPR) considers adding trailheads to
the park amenity inventory, restrooms at these locations
should be considered.

Cherry Creek Trail, Denver
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Designing New Park Restroom
Buildings
“The [bathroom] design is a tense compromise between
provisions of privacy and surveillance…” (from: Toilet: Public

Restrooms and the Politics of Sharing, edited by Harvey Molotch and
Laura Nore)

Research makes it clear that there is no “perfect” public
restroom solution. Instead, there are a range of restroom
options that parks planners and project managers should
select from based on what best fits the park context
and budget. Below are a range of restroom options with
design considerations for each.

City Park Pavilion, Denver

City of Axum Park, Denver

Pferdesteller Park, Denver

Rocky Mountain Lake Park, Denver
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Option 1: Portland Loo (or similar equivalent)

See Appendix A.4
for more about
winterization and
cost.

The Portland Loo, designed by the City of Portland,
Oregon, is intended to be a universal solution to several
issues faced by public restrooms. It is now located in
20+ cities, which seem to have had moderate-to-high
success. The Portland Loo offers stainless steel features,
ventilation and sight lines, ADA accessibility, and vandalresistant design. The Loo can also be customized to
include features such as solar power, sharps disposal, and
winterization options. Winterization options keep the toilet
functioning to about -26 Fahrenheit.

Portland Loo

PC: portlandloo.com

Portland Loo

PC: portlandloo.com

Quick Glance
!
If Downtown or
Downtown-adjacent,
higher levels of
maintenance and/or
a staffed attendant is
suggested.

Cost
Recommended
Use
Maintenance
Examples
Website

~$150,000 with winterization options
Downtown, urban areas, smaller parks/
spaces, trailheads
Portland recommends 2-5 times per
day; min. once per day
Portland, OR; Austin, TX; Aurora, CO
https://portlandloo.com/
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Option 2: Pre-Fab Restroom
Modular or prefabricated (“pre-fab”) restrooms are
ready-made units containing fully functional bathroom
facilities. Each unit is manufactured off-site in a factory
and delivered on-site in large pieces. Pre-fab restrooms
come with a standard set of features such as lighting,
ADA compliant accessibility, and galvanized steel
entry doors, and are fully customizable. Denver Parks &
Recreation (DPR) Operations, Design & Construction, and
Planning should be consulted to determine what features
are necessary for the specific park context.
The Public Restroom Company
estimates that:
•

One (1) unisex stall will
accommodate 40 users
per hour
• One (1) stall per gender
will accommodate 90
users per hour
• Two (2) stalls* per gender
will accommodate 180
users per hour
*“stalls” includes one stall and one
urinal for men.

Los Angeles, CA

PC: Public Restroom Company

Denver, CO

Canby, OR

The Bluffs, Central Park

PC: Public Restroom Company

Quick Glance
!
If Downtown or
Downtown-adjacent,
higher levels of
maintenance and/or
a staffed attendant is
suggested.

Cost
~$450,000-$500,000
Recommended Regional parks, parks with high usage/
Use
demand, parks outside of Downtown
core
Maintenance
Min. once daily
Examples
The Bluffs @ Central Park, Denver, CO;
Sonny Lawson (2022), Denver, CO
Addition of
In addition to the required ADA
Inclusive
standards, restrooms located within
Feature
parks with inclusive features should
consider adding electric-powered,
lifting changing tables for disabled
adults with partnership and fundraising
from LuBird’s Light Foundation.
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Option 3: Stick-Built/Custom Construction Restroom
Stick-built/custom construction restrooms are constructed
entirely or largely on-site. They are highly customized
and take longer to construct than modular or “pre-fab”
buildings. Designs of stick-built restrooms can be intricate
and unique to the specific context of the site. Stick-built
restrooms are not recommended, except in rare cases
of signature projects that require a signature restroom
design.
The Public Restroom Company
estimates that:
•

One (1) unisex stall will
accommodate 40 users
per hour
• One (1) stall per gender
will accommodate 90
users per hour
• Two (2) stalls* per gender
will accommodate 180
users per hour
*“stalls” includes one stall and one
urinal for men.

Paco Sanchez (rendering),
Denver

Berkeley Lake Park, Denver

Quick Glance
Cost
Recommended
Use
Maintenance
Examples
Addition of
Inclusive
Feature

~$700,000-$800,000
Regional parks, projects desiring/
requiring distinct or unique design
Min. once daily
Paco Sanchez, Denver, CO; Berkeley
Lake Park, Denver, CO
In addition to the required ADA
standards, restrooms located within
parks with inclusive features should
consider adding electric-powered,
lifting changing tables for disabled
adults with partnership and fundraising
from LuBird’s Light Foundation.
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4.0

Maintenance
Current Maintenance Practices for
Park Restrooms & Portolets
Plumbed Restrooms
Plumbed restrooms are typically cleaned once to
twice per day and are considered part of the standard
routine for operations staff, according to the Operations
Superintendents and Supervisors.
Cleaning the restrooms involve:
• Identifying issues
• Collecting broom squeegee, toilet brush, cleaners,
5-gallon bucket of mop water, floor scrub brush, toilet
paper, and rags from chase
• Spraying sinks with cleaner and wiping down
• Adding cleanser to toilet and urinal and scrubbing
• Sweeping floor
• Squeegee-ing cleaner into drain.
Operations teams across the city spend a combined
almost 10,000 hours per year on restroom cleaning and
maintenance, according to Operations data logs.
The subdistricts with the highest recorded restroom
maintenance hours in 2018 were: Downtown, Sloan’s
Lake, and Central Park.
Sloan’s Lake Park, Skyline Park, and Civic Center Park
restrooms racked up the highest number of hours spent
on restroom maintenance in 2018.
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This table is a representative example of the average
amount of time spent on maintenance in restrooms per
year. The table’s data originated from hours logged by
maintenance staff in 2018.
District

Note: Data logs are
not always 100%
accurate. They can
often be lower than in
actuality, due to the
input method required
of field staff.

Restroom Maintenance Hours by Operations District

!

# Plumbed
Restrooms

Maintenance Hours
(Restrooms only)
2018

Downtown

4

2,532

Downtown River

2

232

Downtown

2

2,300

NE District

13

2,503

Montbello/GVR

4

310

Central Park

5

1,131

Lowry

4

1,062

Northfield

0

N/A

NW District

10

1,838

Berkeley

5

470

Sloan’s Lake

5

1,363

GES

-

5

SW District

15

1,733

Rosedale

2

374

Barnum

3

281

Wash Park

4

705

Kenyon

1
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Ruby Hill

5

342

E District

15

1,336

Crestmoor

4

598

Yale

5

112

Congress

3

135

City Park

3

491
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The map below is a visual representation of the
maintenance hours per plumbed restroom by Operations
District in 2018 (excluding recreation centers). It is
notable that several districts are smaller in size, but high
in maintenance hours, such as Downtown, while other
districts are larger in size but low in maintenance hours
required, such as Yale or Kenyon.

Restroom Maintenance Hours per Restroom by Ops. District - 2018
Downtown

Northwest

Downtown
River

Northeast

Downtown
Northfield
Montbello/GVR

GES
Berkeley
Central Park
Sloan’s Lake

City Park

Congress
Barnum

Crestmoor
Washington
Park

Ruby Hill

Maintenance
Hours per
Restroom

Lowry

East

1-50
51-100

Rosedale

101-200
Southwest

Yale

Kenyon
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201-300

Portolets
Portolets in all Denver parks are currently provided and
serviced by Liberty Waste Management.
Portolet costs vary depending on the number of cleanings
the portolet receives per week. In DPR’s system, the
typical number of cleanings per portolet range from 3-9
times per week. The costs for these ranges per portolet
are outlined below:
Type of
Portolet
Standard
Standard
Standard
ADA-Compliant
ADA-Compliant
ADA-Compliant
Standard or
ADA-Compliant
Standard or
ADA-Compliant

# of Cleanings
per Week
1
3
7
1
3
7
Addtl. Weekday
Cleaning
Addtl. Weekend
Cleaning

Cost per
Month
$62
$149
$448
$98
$216
$495
$29.50/
service
$39/
service

Cost per
Year
$744
$1,788
$5,376
$1,176
$2,592
$5,940

The yearly budget for the park portolets varies by
operation district and can range from approximately
$30,000 to over $100,000 per year.

Washington Park, Denver
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Maintenance Issues for Park
Restrooms & Portolets
Plumbed Restrooms
Plumbed restrooms come with several maintenance
challenges. After surveying Operations staff, the primary
issues for plumbed restroom maintenance include the
following:
• Vandalism and graffiti. By far the most common
complaint of operations staff is that park restrooms
are particularly prone to heavy vandalism by the
public. Painted graffiti, arson, and people clogging
the toilets with random objects were listed as a few of
the most prevalent problems. This abuse can make the
restrooms incredibly frustrating to clean and can take
a lot of time away from other duties.
Mitigation tactics: Planning, Design & Construction
can ensure that the interior design of new restrooms
have simple finishes that can be easily sprayed down.
In addition, “less is more” when it comes to restroom
amenities; restrooms should contain only the bare
minimum for necessity.
• Abuse of normal restroom function. People sleeping
in restroom buildings, drug use, and prostitution were
listed as common concerns of operations staff.
Mitigation tactics: Unfortunately, this type of abuse is
a reality for all public restrooms. However, the use of
attendants or contract workers to help clean and/
or lock facilities at night may be helpful to combat
this behavior. In addition, thoughtful design of new
restrooms can help curb this behavior.
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• Old parts/restroom parts not working. Several restrooms
in the parks system are at least 20-30 years old.
Because of this, it is common for parts of the restrooms
to malfunction and break. Even in newer restrooms,
technology can fail and cause maintenance issues.
For example, in newer restrooms, there is sometimes a
push-button flusher; while good for user experience, it
can break and render the toilet unflushable.
Mitigation tactics: DPR can order additional parts
with restroom building and keep stockpile for future
restroom needs. Restrooms should also be funded for
maintenance and upkeep on a regular basis.
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Portolets
Portolets come with their own challenges for functionality
and maintenance. After surveying Operations and
Ranger staff, the primary issues for portolet operation
include the following:
• Cleanliness and reliability. Because portolets are
serviced by an outside company, DPR depends
on that company to keep the portolets clean and
functional on a pre-determined schedule. However,
in speaking to the DPR Rangers, it surfaced that this
company is often not reliable in servicing the portolets.
In fact, it is common for the Rangers to get called
when a portolet has been promised to a permitted
picnic group, yet it has not been serviced and is
therefore not usable.
Mitigation tactics: Explore whether withholding
payment for portolets that have not been cleaned
on schedule is an option. In the meantime,
communication between DPR Operations and Liberty
Waste Management should continue to increase.
• Vandalism. Portolets can often be targets for arson
and vandalism, similar to plumbed restrooms.
Mitigation tactics: Unfortunately, similar to plumbed
restrooms, this type of abuse is a reality for all public
restrooms. Having more ranger presence at parks with
portolets may help mitigate damage.
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5.0

Recommendations
Denver Parks & Recreation (DPR) specific
1. Consider building plumbed restrooms in regional,
community, and high-use parks.
Rationale
In order to have a comprehensive restroom system,
plumbed restrooms should be considered for parks
that meet the location criteria outlined in Section 3.
Plumbed restrooms in these parks could provide a
better user experience, and could encourage longer
and more comfortable use of the parks.
In addition to an improved user experience, plumbed
restrooms in select parks can have a positive impact
on maintenance costs. Portolet maintenance in a
high use park can cost over $25,000 per year. A prefabricated, plumbed restroom cost is estimated at
$500,000 with a lifespan of 50 years. It may be more
cost efficient in the long term (10-15 years) to build a
plumbed restroom than pay for portolets at this level of
maintenance.

Short-Term Recommendations (5-10 years)
Strategies for augmenting DPR’s restroom network in a
broadly systematic manner would require substantial
resource investment. A fully realized restroom system
could take 10+ years and several millions of dollars in
capital funding to implement.
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Because of this, both short-term and long-term
recommendations and potential strategies for system
augmentation have been identified.
!
Note: Operations
should be consulted
before new restrooms
are added to ensure
maintenance
standards can be
met.

In the short-term, six (6) parks meeting key restroom
needs in DPR’s park system were prioritized for
receiving plumbed restrooms, out of 13 total parks
that met the criteria outlined in Section 3. These parks
will be used as testing sites for the different types of
restroom buildings, based on their locational context.
The outcomes at these sites will then ultimately help
inform DPR’s long-term restroom strategy. These
restroos are listed below with a brief explanation of
criteria met (listed alphabetically):
• Argo Park. Argo Park is a community-sized park
located in a high-need equity neighborhood
(defined as level 4 or 5 on DPR’s equity index). It is
considered “high-use” for athletic fields.
• City of Cuernavaca Park. City of Cuernavaca Park
is located in a high-need equity neighborhood
(defined as level 4 or 5 on DPR’s equity index). It
is considered “high-use” for both athletic fields
& picnicking, is a community-sized park, and is
located adjacent to the South Platte River Trail and
Downtown.
• Cheesman Park. Cheesman Park is currently
the only regional-sized park without a plumbed
restroom in the DPR system. It is a high-use park and
there is support for a plumbed restroom from the
current DPR superintendent for that area.
• GVR East Park. GVR East Park is a community-sized
park with medium-use athletic fields and is used as
a popular picnic site. It is located in a high-need
equity area, and a plumbed restroom is supported
by the current Operations Supervisor for that area.
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• Huston Lake Park. Huston Lake Park is a communitysized park with several clustered uses, including
basketball and tennis courts, athletic fields, and a
playground. It is also located in a high-need equity
area.
• Kennedy Soccer Complex. Kennedy Soccer Complex
is a high-use athletic complex that warrants a
plumbed restroom.
See Appendix A.5 for list of all parks that meet the criteria
for a plumbed restroom.

Amenities and Activities Prioritizing Restroom Placement When Combined

Larger-scale parks

Courts

Picnic Sites

Trails

High-use fields

Playgrounds
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Long-Term Potential Strategies (10+ years)
This update is intended as a study and a precursor to
a more fully developed investment program. As such,
several potential strategies have been identified for
future implementation, which can be used when DPR
is committed to a comprehensive investment plan.
Strategies include:
• Building new, plumbed restrooms in high-need
areas (Equity levels 4 & 5)
• Providing year-round restroom access
• Building restrooms Downtown and along river/trail
corridors
• Rationalizing the restroom system
• Equal geographic distribution
• Integrating restrooms into future planning
processes.
Strategies also include prioritization options and an
initial cost associated with the implementation of that
particular strategy.
See Appendix A.6 for list of all identified potential
strategies and prioritization options for citywide
plumbed restroom implementation.
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2. Fund a systemwide restroom facility inventory
and assessment. The 2005 Restroom Master Plan
documented a thorough review of every restroom in
the parks system, including a 70-question assessment
that was completed for each restroom facility. The
assessment covered topics such as: Safety, Level of
Service, ADA accessibility, Plumbing & Fixtures, Building
Components, and Maintenance. It would be useful for
future facility planning to update this assessment.

Citywide
1. Pilot the Portland Loo Downtown. Partnering with the
Department of Transportation & Infrastructure (DOTI),
Denver Department of Public Health & Environment
(DDPHE), and the Mayor’s Office, DPR should consider
piloting the Portland Loo in a Downtown park or
area. This would present an opportunity to determine
whether the Loo would be an appropriate fit for
Denver.
2. Explore citywide restroom policies and programs and
collaboration with other city agencies. Park restrooms
are just one piece of a larger, citywide public restroom
puzzle. As such, it would take a citywide strategy to
address and fill the public restroom needs of the entire
Denver population.
Several cities around the world are experimenting
with policies and programs to alleviate the gaps in
public restroom availability. For example, Washington
D.C. recently passed the “Public Restroom Facilities
Installation & Promotion Act” that created a DC
Interagency Working Group that will determine the
feasibility of two pilot programs.
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One of the pilot programs is the proposal of locations
and a design for clean, safe standalone public
restrooms available 24/7 in the public sphere. The
second pilot program will provide incentives to private
businesses to open their restrooms to the public.
Several international cities have experimented with the
incentive model, as well, including cities in England,
Australia, and Germany.
Working together with other city agencies such as
the Department of Transportation & Infrastructure
(DOTI), the Department of Public Health & Environment
(DDPHE), and the Department of Community
Development & Planning (CPD), Denver Parks &
Recreation could help work towards a citywide
solution.

Washington Park, Denver

PC: Jonathan Fertig, twitter.com/ rightlegpegged
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APPENDIX
RESTROOM MASTER PLAN
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
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2005 Restroom
Master Plan
Outcomes

A.1

The table below lists restrooms mentioned in the 2005
Restroom Master Plan, the action recommended in the
2005 Restroom Master Plan, and the outcome of that
recommendation. Restrooms not listed here were not yet
built at the time of the original master plan.

Park

Location
Notes

Argo Park
Barnum
East
Barnum
Park
Bear Creek
Park
Berkeley
East
Lake Park
Bible Park
South
Bible Park
North
Chaffee
City of
Axum
City Park
Museum
City Park
City Park
Pavilion
City Park
Tennis

MP
Recommendation

Actual
Project
Scope

Project
Year

Remove

Removed

2006*

Renovate

Replaced

2015

New

Built

2008

Renovate

Renovated

2008

Renovate

Renovated

2009

New
Renovate
Renovate

Built
Renovated
Renovated

2011
2010
2009

Built

2010

Renovated

2009

No action
New
No action
Renovate
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Commons
Park
Congress
Park
Cook Park
Cranmer
Crestmoor
Park
Eisenhower
Park
Garfield
Lake Park
Garland
Park
Garland
Park
Harvey
Park
Jefferson
Park
Kennedy
Ballfields

No action
Renovate

Renovated

2012

Renovate
New

Renovated
N/A

2010

Renovate

Renovated

2010

Renovate

Renovated

2008

New

Built

2009

East

New

Built

2011

West

Renovate

Renovated

2009

Renovate

Renovated

2008

Renovate

Renovated

2009

Renovate

Renovated

2010

Renovate

Renovated

2010

Renovate

Renovated

2009

Renovate

Renovated

2010

Renovate

Renovated

2009

Renovate

Renovated

2010

Renovate

Renovated

2010

Inside
Rec
Center

In press
box. Permit only.

McWilliams
Park
Montbello
In press
Central
box. Permit only.
Observatory
Park
Pferdesteller
Park

Pulaski
Park
Robinson
Park
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Rocky
Mountain
Lake Park
Rosamond
Park
Ruby Hill
Park
Ruby Hill
Park
Rude Park
Silverman
Park
Skate Park
Sloan's
Lake Park
Sloan's
Lake Park
Sloan's
Lake Park
Valverde
Vanderbilt
Park
Veterans
Park
Wash. Park
Wash. Park

No action
New

Built

2011

Ruby Hill
Pavilion

New

Built

2011

Ballfields

Renovate

Renovated

2010

Renovate

Renovated

2009

Renovate

Renovated

2009

New

N/A

New

Built

2011

Renovate

Renovated

2011

Remove

Removed

2005*

Renovate

Replaced

2011

Renovate

Renovated

2010

Renovate

Renovated

2010

Renovate

Renovated

2010

North
Tennis
Courts
South
Playground
Boat
House

Central
South
Tennis
Courts

No action

*Year estimated from aerial photo
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A.2

Plumbed Park
Restrooms
The table below lists all plumbed park restrooms in the
park system at the time of this plan (early-2021). The
“Overall Condition” score was derived from the 2018
Conditions Assessment, where a score of 5 is “very good
condition” and a score of 1 is “very poor condition.”

Restroom
Name

Year Built/
Built or
Standalone Heated? Permit
Sq.
Overall
Renovated Renovated? vs. Attached
Only? Footage Condition
(2018)
Barnum East
2015
Built
Standalone
Yes
No
1050
5
Barnum
2008
Built
Standalone
Yes
No
1233
3
Park
Bear Creek
2008
Renovated Standalone
No
No
736
3
Park
Berkeley
2009
Renovated Standalone
No
No
1196
3
Lake Park East
Berkeley
2011
Built
Standalone
No
No
354
4
Lake Park West
Bible Park 2010
Renovated Standalone
Yes
No
886
1
North
Bible Park 2011
Built
Standalone
No
No
342
4
South
Centennial
2000
Built
Attached
Yes
Yes
Park
(approx)
- Maintenance Shop
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Central Park
- West
Central Park
-East
Chaffee
City of
Axum
City Park Museum
City Park Pavilion
City Park Tennis
Civic
Center
Commons
Park
Congress
Park
Cook Park
Crestmoor
Park
Eisenhower
Park
Garfield
Lake Park
Garland
Park - East
Garland
Park - West
Great Lawn
Greenway
Park
Harvey Park

2009
2002

Renovated
Renovated

Attached Shelter
Attached Pavilion
Standalone
Standalone

2010

Built

Standalone

No

No

1464

2017

Renovated

Yes

No

1187

2009

Renovated

Attached Pavilion
Standalone

No

No

2012

Built

Yes

No

2000
(approx)
2011

Built

Attached McNichols
Standalone

No

No

505

3

Renovated

Standalone

No

No

555

4

2010
2010

Renovated
Renovated

Standalone
Standalone

No
No

No
No

763
882

4
4

2008

Renovated

No

No

2010

Built

Attached Rec Center
Standalone

No

No

1174

3

2011

Built

Standalone

No

No

792

4

2009

Renovated

Standalone

No

No

1194

4

2008
2003

Built
Built

Standalone
Standalone

Yes
Yes

No
No

1241
424

4
4

2008

Renovated

Standalone

No

No

1038

3
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Yes

No

Yes

No

No
No

No
No

464
887

1
3
3

3

Jackie Robinson Fields
- Press Box
Jefferson
Park
Kennedy
Ballfields Press box
Lawson
(Sonny)
Park - Ballfields
Lowry Sports
Complex
- Synthetic
Fields
Lowry Sports
Complex
- Tennis/Basketball
McWilliams
Park
Montbello
Central Press box
Northfield
Athletic
Complex
Observatory
Park
Parkfield
Pferdesteller
Prairie
Meadows
Pulaski Park
Robinson
Park

Attached Press Box

Yes

Yes

2009

Renovated

Standalone

No

No

483

4

2010

Renovated

Attached Press Box

No

Yes

Standalone

No

Yes

382

4

2008

Built

Standalone

Yes

No

1156

4

2008

Built

Standalone

Yes

No

1185

4

2010

Renovated

Standalone

No

No

409

4

2009

Renovated

Attached Press Box

No

Yes

2016

Built

Yes

No

2010

Renovated

AttachedConcessions
Building
Standalone

No

No
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4

2011
2009
2019

Built
Renovated
Built

Standalone
Standalone
Standalone

Yes
No
Yes

No
No
No

1467
704
563

4
4
5

2010
2010

Renovated
Renovated

Standalone
Standalone

No
No

No
No

394
919

4
4
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4

Rocky
Mountain
Lake Park

Standalone

No

No

322

3

Rocky
Mountain
Lake Park
Rosamond
Park
Ruby Hill
Park - Ballfields
Ruby Hill
Park - Levitt
Pavilion
Ruby Hill
Park - Ruby
Hill Pavilion
Rude Park
Sanchez

Standalone

No

No

329

4

No

1180

4

573

5

2011

Built

Standalone

No

2010

Renovated

Standalone

No

2017

Built

Attached Pavilion

Yes

2011

Built

Attached Pavilion

Yes

2009
2020

Renovated
Built

No
Yes

Yes
No

Silverman
Park
Skyline Park

2009

Renovated

No

No

2004

Built

Yes

No

Sloan's Lake
Park - Boat
House
Sloan's
Lake Park
- N. Tennis
Courts

2011

Renovated

Standalone
AttachedRec Center
Kiosk
Attached Shelter
Attached Vistor's
Center
Attached Boathouse

Yes

No

1149

2011

Built

Standalone

No

No

1088

50

5

307
870
(approx)

1
5

4

Sloan's Lake
Park - South
Playground
Thomas
(Fred) Park
Town
Center
Vanderbilt
Park
Veterans
Park
Wash. Park Boat House
Wash. Park Central
Wash. ParkS. Tennis
Courts

2003

Built

Standalone

Yes

No

3

Standalone

Yes

No

440

4

2008

Built

Standalone

Yes

No

686

3

2011

Built

Standalone

No

No

1205

4

2010

Renovated

Standalone

No

No

566

3

Yes

No

470

2010

Renovated

Attached Boathouse
Standalone

No

No

4

2010

Renovated

Standalone

Yes

No

5

information not available
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A.3

Parks with High
Permit Use
The table below lists all “high-use” parks (parks with over
1,000 permitted athletic hours) for 2019. High-use parks
without a plumbed restroom are highlighted in blue.

Location

Park Class

Kennedy Ballfields
City Park
Cranmer
La Alma / Lincoln

Athletic Complex
Regional
Community
Community

Northfield Athletic
Complex
Harvard Gulch

Athletic Complex

Central Park
Bible
Crestmoor
Montbello Central
Rosamond
Ruby Hill
Veterans
Harvey
Vanderbilt
Cook
Kennedy Soccer
Eisenhower
Garland
Hampden Heights
Sandos
Argo

Regional
Community
Community
Community
Community
Regional
Community
Community
Community
Community
Athletic Complex
Community
Community
Community
Athletic Complex
Community

Plumbed
Restroom?
Yes
Yes
No
Yes (Rec
Center)
No

Community

Yes (Rec
Center)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
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Athletic Picnic Use
Use Hours
Hours
8120
0
6933
120
6020
6
5532
0
4628

0

4592

0

4416
4166
3965
3902
3731
3664
3624
3379
3324
3229
3132
3062
2890
2491
2470
2456

85
31
29
0
37
125
0
0
0
99
0
93
26
1
0
0

Rocky Mountain
Lake
Harvard Gulch
North
Congress
Thomas
Southmoor
Sloan's Lake
Jackie Robinson
Fields
Lowry Sports
Complex
Berkeley Lake
Observatory
Lawson
Eastmoor
Bear Creek
Town Center
Barnum East
West-Bar-Val-Wood
Parkfield
Washington
Swansea

Community

Yes

2361

25

Athletic Complex

No

2350

0

Community
Community
Community
Regional
Athletic Complex

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

2332
2131
2058
2052
1994

66
78
0
101
0

Athletic Complex

Yes

1894

0

Regional
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Regional
Community
Athletic Complex
Neighborhood
Regional
Regional
Neighborhood

1717
1602
1593
1506
1488
1373
1365
1289
1281
1228
1153

71
55
0
11
81
10
0
0
15
550
0

1152

6

1134
1084
1080

23
9
0

1079

57

1030

0

Martin Luther King

Neighborhood

Robinson
Huston Lake
Skyland

Neighborhood
Community
Neighborhood

City of
Cuernavaca
Falcon

Community

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes (Rec
Center)
Yes (Rec
Center)
Yes
No
Yes (Rec
Center)
No

Neighborhood

No

high-use parks without plumbed restroom
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Portland Loo

A.4

About Portland Loo Winterization
“We have developed a cold weather toilet upgrade to keep the
toilet functioning to about -26 Fahrenheit. The cold weather toilet
uses a hot water heater and pump to circulate a mix of hot water
and anti-freeze through the interior cavity of the bowl to direct
heat at the toilet bowl. In addition to a cold weather toilet, our
installation in Arvada has a heated foundation to keep snow and
ice from accumulating.
We can also apply clear vinyl skirts around the restroom to prevent
wind and snow from entering the louvers.”
- Portland Loo Rep

Portland Loo Quote

QUOTE
Name: Laurie Tabachnick

To:

Date:

December 30, 2019

Invoice #:

[249]

Customer ID:

Denver

Expires:

1/29/2019

Ship to: Zip Code 80202

City: Denver, CO
Salesperson

Shipping Method

Shipping Terms

Delivery Date

Payment Terms

Evan Madden

Truck

FOB Denver

TBD

see attached

Unit Price

Line Total

Item #

1

Description

QTY

1

Portland Loo- Single occupant public
toilet. 304 stainless steel posts and 304
SS panels, louvers, roof and aluminum
front door. 40W heat trace, interior and
exterior LED lighting with photoeye and
motion sensor control and occupancy
counter. AC power option. (LH/RH door
swing and LH/RH hand wash basin to
be determinded later) See attached
drawings.

$95,000.00

$95,000.00

2

1

Loo Template

incl

-

3

1

Foundation Mounting Hardware

incl

-

4

1

Hand Wash Basin

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

5

1

Baby Changing Table

$1,470.00

$1,470.00

6

1

Trash Can

$100.00

$100.00

7

1

Sharps Container

$900.00

$900.00

8

1

Cold Weather Toilet Upgrade

$4,500.00

$4,500.00

9

1

Shipping & Handling

$4,020.00

$4,020.00

Total
Make all checks payable to Madden Fabrication

Thank you for your business!

2550 NW 25th Pl. Portland, Oregon 97210 (503)226-3968
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See Above

A.5

Parks Meeting
Plumbed Restroom
Criteria
The table below lists parks that currently meet the location
criteria for a new plumbed restroom and do not have a
functional, public plumbed restroom. The parks in blue
show priority parks eligible for a new plumbed restroom,
taking both equity and system rationalization into
account. The parks are listed alphabetically.

Park Name

Criteria Met

42nd & Lisbon

• Community park
• Clustered uses

Argo Park

• Community park
• High-use athletic
fields
• Previously had a
restroom building

City of
Cuernavaca
Cheesman
Park

Level 4 or Notes
5 Equity
Area?
Yes

Yes

• High-use for athletic &
picnic use
• Community park
• Downtown location
• Regional park
• High-use park
• Current
superintendent
support

Original restroom building
was removed as a
recommendation of the
2005 Restroom Master
Plan due to its poor
condition.

Yes

No
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There is currently a
defunct restroom on-site,
but based on preliminary
estimates, construction
of a new structure would
likely be more cost
effective than renovation
of the old facility.

Park Name

Criteria Met

Cranmer Park

• Community park
• High-use athletic
fields

No

Confluence
Park

• Community park
• Downtown

No

GVR East Park

• Community park
• Medium-use athletic
fields
• Popular picnic site
• Community park
• High-use athletic
fields

Hampden
Heights Park

Level 4 or Notes
5 Equity
Area?

Yes

Current Operations
Supervisor suggested
the need for a plumbed
restroom in this park.

No

Huston Lake
Park

• Community park
• Clustered uses

Yes

JohnsonHabitat Park

• Community park
• Along trail corridor

Yes

Kennedy
Soccer
Complex

• Athletic complex
• High-use

No

Sandos Park

• Athletic complex
• High-use athletic
fields
• Previous restroom
building in park

Southmoor
Park

A restroom was
proposed in this park as
a recommendation of
the 2005 Restroom Master
Plan but was not built.

Yes

• Community park
• High-use athletic
fields

The previous restroom at
Sandos was removed as
part of the 2005 Restroom
Master Plan due to its
poor condition. Replacing
the restroom will be costly
considering the location
of the utility line and
topography.

No
short-term priority restrooms
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Potential
Long-Term
Implementation
Strategies

A.6

The table below lists potential implementation strategies
for future restroom system augmentation and their
associated estimated costs. This table can be used as
a preliminary study of the different approaches the
department could take for a fully integrated restroom
system. Note that this is not intended as a prioritized list,
but a sampling of approaches that could be considered
to address various aspects of restroom system needs and
equity considerations.
I.D. Strategy
#

I.D. # Prioritization Options # of
RRs

Example
Parks

1.

Build new,
plumbed
restrooms in
high-need
areas
(Equity Levels
4 & 5)

1.A

Provide
year-round
restroom
access

2.A

Upgrade all current ~16
non-heated
restrooms to heated
/ begin with those in
equity areas

2.B

Work with
TBD
Operations to
provide more
portolets year-round

Argo, Huston $1,500,000+
Lake,
Cuernavaca
GVR East,
$5,000,000
Inspiration
Point, Johnson-Habitat
Chaffee,
$8,000,000
Montbello
Central,
Silverman,
Garfield
Lake
TBD

2.

1.B

Athletic complexes
& community parks
with high-use
Athletic complexes
& community parks
(all use levels)
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3
10

Cost*
(@$500K/
each)

I.D. Strategy
#
3.

4.

I.D. # Prioritization Options # of
RRs

Build restrooms 3.A
Downtown
and along
river/trail
3.B
corridors

System
4.A
Rationalization
4.B

5.

Geographic
distribution

5.A

6.

Future
planning
processes

6.A

Example
Parks

Cost*
(@$500K/
each)

Pilot the Portland
Loo in Downtown
park or along trail

1

$150,000+

Work with Trails
Planner to identify
key locations for
restrooms
Regional parks

1-5

TBD

1

Athletic complexes 8
& community parks
with high-use (all
equity levels)
Build restroom in
~13
each neighborhood
without a restroom /
begin with those in
equity areas
If park is in Equity
TBD
Level 4 or 5 and
has an upcoming
planning process,
DPR can pose the
question to the
community

* cost will need to adjust for inflation over time.
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Cheesman

$500,000

Kennedy
Soccer,
Cranmer,
Southmoor
Windsor,
Villa Park,
East Colfax

$4,000,000

47th &
Walden

TBD

$6,500,000

A.7

Relevant Denver
Restroom
Regulations
Below are a few key laws and regulations regarding
restrooms in Colorado and Denver.
• Colorado: Colorado Senate Bill 08-200 allows any
person of any gender, gender identification, or
sexuality access to any public or private bathrooms
• Denver: Public urination or defecation carries a max. of
60-day jail sentence and no fine in Denver
• Denver: Vault toilets prohibited in urban Denver, but
could ask for variance for park projects
• Denver: Lyall, et al. v. Denver settlement requires 2
portolets be placed in Sonny Lawson Park; must be
open 24-hours per day, serviced daily, and stay for 3
years.
Note: Denver Parks & Recreation is planning on
constructing a new, plumbed restroom building at
Sonny Lawson Park in 2021 to satisfy this settlement
requirement.
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